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S lt d d i t t i l l d f i i l Pl t d t f 27 lt d thSalt meadows are dynamic terrestrial grasslands fringing low wave-energy 

t li Th t t d b l d t th i i fl d f
Plant data from 27 salt meadows thro
D k i i 1118 l itcoast lines. They are protected by law due to their unique flora and fauna.

P di ti d t t lik l l l i i f 0 18 t 1 6
Denmark comprising 1118 sample site
bt i d f th NOVANAPredictions demonstrate a likely sea-level rise ranging from 0.18 to 1.6 m 

b 2100 l ti t th t l l[1 2 3] H littl k h
obtained from the NOVANA program. 

tif i th i flby year 2100 relative to the current sea level[1,2,3]. However, little work has 
b d t l id t th ff t f h f t l l i lt

measure quantifying the average influ
lt l l t d f lbeen done to elucidate the effects of such future sea-level rises on salt-

d l i i i D k T di i ll l d
salt was calculated for every sample s

fmeadow plant communities in Denmark. Traditionally, salt meadows are Topographic data was extracted from 
divided into four contiguous community zones each reflecting the local soil Digital Elevation Models (DEM) in var
salinity. In response to a future sea-level rise a landward migration of these spatial resolutions (Fig 2). Regression
communities is likely. Nevertheless, migration will be limited upwards as relating dominance of salt-tolerant spe
the upper boundaries of the meadows typically comprise dikes or elevation above sea level were develo
farmlands, acting as artificial barriers. Consequently, the area between the Using current and five future sea-leve
barrier and the sea including the salt meadows will shrink, a phenomenon (SLR) scenarios these models were in
called coastal squeezing (Fig 1). The salt-meadow zones are known to using GIS to predict current and future
span approximately 15 cm vertically[4] emphasizing the need for very fine meadow plant community structure. W
resolution high accuracy topographic data covering all Denmark to reveal five SLR scenarios based on the A2 a
patterns within these zones and to evaluate general relationships between A1FI climate change scenarios[1] (Fig 
elevation and vegetation. The aim of this study was to recover the known 
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relationships between elevation and vegetation and to evaluate the effect p g
of spatial resolution on these relationships. Based on this we quantify Concept – Coastal Squep p q y
possible consequences of coastal squeezing on Danish salt meadows.
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unlikely to be able to migrate landwarg y p g p yp p
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of sea level rise This entails a squeezof sea-level rise. This entails a squeez
especially the uppermost vegetation zespecially the uppermost vegetation z

P t IPCC A2 IPCC A1FIFigure 3. A case study: The Present IPCC - A2 IPCC - A1FIFigure 3. A case study: The 
response of the four vegetationresponse of the four vegetation 
zones to five sea-level-risezones to five sea level rise
scenarios in a salt meadow onscenarios in a salt meadow on
the island Mandø in thethe island Mandø in the 
Wadden Sea Western JutlandWadden Sea, Western Jutland. 
Especially the middle and upperEspecially the middle and upper 
salt meadow will shrink whilesalt meadow will shrink, while
the lower salt meadow will gainthe lower salt meadow will gain
areaarea.
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h t Th i d t d l lit T l d li lt doughout The regressions documented a locality-
d d t d i d i f lt

To reveal and generalize salt-meadow 
l ti t ti l ti hi fies were 

A
dependent decreasing dominance of salt-
t l t i ith l ti (R2 67%)

elevation-vegetation relationships very fine 
ti l l ti DEM d d F t A 

f
tolerant species with elevation (R2

adj ≈ 67%). 
Th t th f th l ti hi l l

spatial resolution DEMs are needed. Future 
l l i tit t th t t ltuence of 

it
The strength of these relationships clearly 
d d d th ti l l ti d th t

sea-level rises constitute a threat to salt-
d i t d bi di it i D ksite. 

f
depended on the spatial resolution and the type 
f ( )

meadow associated biodiversity in Denmark:
four of the underlying DEM (Fig 2). When projected 

rious onto the five sea-level-rise scenarios, the Sea-level rise will cause a restructuring of the 
n models regressions predicted: salt-meadow plant communities.
ecies to The pronounced loss of total salt meadow 
oped. A pronounced loss of salt-meadow area (not area is likely to entail a drastic reduction or 
el-rise shown). even the loss of species or species 
ntegrated populations characteristic to salt meadows.
e salt- The middle and upper salt meadows will As the zones primarily lost are the middle and  

We used experience the most severe losses, while the upper salt meadows the species known to 
and the lower salt meadows will expand (Fig. 3). inhabit these areas are especially at risk from 

3). future sea-level rise.)

eezing Results The Salt Meadoweezing Results The Salt Meadow
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eadoweadow

similar Figure 2 The relationship (slope) betweensimilar 
are

Figure 2. The relationship (slope) between 
elevation and vegetation weakened withare 

rds in case
elevation and vegetation weakened  with 
decreasing spatial resolution with the LIDAR-rds in case 

zing of
decreasing spatial resolution, with the LIDAR-
based DEMs yielding the strongestzing of 

zones
based DEMs yielding the strongest 
relationshipszones. relationships.
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